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THE GAME

The Crypto Show is a game show ecosystem
that works in a decentralized manner using
Smart-Contracts.
The Binance Smart Chain allows us to run a
multiplayer live trivia game, where users can
connect with their wallet (for example
Metamask) and participate in the game rounds.
Every round will present you with a question,
using the feature of open live game not only
you, but unlimited number of users can
participate at the same time.

THE GAME
EXAMPLES

The game presents everyone with One
Question and Four Answers at the same time,
Three of which are incorrect.
Every user that submits an answer will pay a
certain amount of BNB that will be added to
the Total Jackpot, usually 5$ worth for each
round. You will be able to see the total amount
of BNB and BUSD value in the round jackpot.
If you answer correctly you win the jackpot, if
more than 1 user wins, the jackpot is divided
equally between winners.

THE PROFIT POOL

The Profit Pool will be made of SHOW tokens.
In every round of the game 91% (Reducing minor
transaction fees) of the Total Jackpot (in BNB) will
be shared among the winners who answered the
question correctly.
The Smart-Contract of the game will collect 9% of
the Total Jackpot (in BNB) and will use it to buy
SHOW tokens in Decentralized Exchanges.
Constantly buying SHOW tokens in Decentralized
Exchanges will keep increasing the token usage
and value.

THE PROFIT POOL
EXAMPLES

Let's use the example from above:
130$ - 9% = 118.3$ to be shared amongst 3
winners who answered correctly, they will each
get 39.4$ in BNB.
Now 130$ - 118.3$ = 11.7$ will be used to buy
SHOW tokens.
Let's assume each SHOW token costs 0.05$,
11.7$ / 0.05$ = 234 SHOW tokens will be
purchased.
Two Thirds (2/3) 156 SHOW will go to the Profit
Pool.

THE STAKING POOL
The Staking Pool will be made from SHOW
tokens and SHOW-LP tokens that holders
decide to Stake.

The Staking mechanism will hold your shared
amount of SHOW or SHOW-LP tokens inside
the Smart-Contract and will decide your
holdings percentage (%) from the Total Tokens
Staked by all users.
Once The Smart-Contract knows your Staked %
AND Duration in Blocks it will calculate your
entitled share of The Profit Pool.

THE STAKING POOL
FEATURES

The Staking Pool's main role is to determine
the % of the tokens that every user is staking
in relation to the total tokens staked in the
staking pool.
That % with Time Staked will be used later on
to reward holders from The Profit Pool.
In the first 365 days of running our ecosystem
the Crypto Show team will contribute
42,000,000 SHOW tokens to The Profit Pool in
a time frame of 1 year in addition to the tokens
added every round of the game.

THE SHOW TOKEN
The SHOW token is a BEP-20
Token and can be used in The
Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

THE USE-CASE OF
SHOW TOKEN
The Crypto Show ecosystem is bound to grow
by adding more games to our game show
ecosystem.
SHOW token will be used in various ways:
In-Game Features
Staking
Farming
Governance
Much More..

TheCrypto.Show

Every user that will choose to participate will
first need to connect with their wallet.
Once a wallet is connected to the Binance
Smart Chain the game will allow you to
choose an answer and submit it to the
Blockchain..
Once an answer is submitted it will open a
dialog where you will need to approve the
transaction.
You will have 18 Seconds to do all that and
you can use the built-in timer of the game.
Every round participation will cost a certain
amount of BNB or BUSD (User may choose
either one) that will be collected and added
to the Total Jackpot.
If you answer a question correctly you will
win BNB tokens.

Check the following scenario
You enter the game and you see the Total
Jackpot is 125BUSD, you see that there are
still 19 seconds left for the round, you choose
your answer, submit and boom! You're in.
130$ in Jackpot (125$ + Your 5$) that means
26 users participated in that round including
you (130 / 5 = 26)
Let's assume 3 users answered correctly,
those users will share the Total jackpot Minus 9%, that will ALWAYS be used for The
Profit Pool and Burn.

The Smart-Contract will then send 2/3
(Two Thirds) of those SHOW tokens
to the Profit Pool, the 1/3 left will be
burned forever out of circulation by
that making the SHOW token more
scarce.

So from 9% that was used to purchase SHOW
tokens 67% from it will go towards The Profit
Pool for users who Stake their tokens in The
Staking Pool.

One Third (1/3) 78 SHOW tokens will be
Burned reducing the total amount of SHOW
tokens from 99,000,000 to 98,999,922.
This will happen EVERY ROUND.
The Profit Pool will be the source of rewards
for users who STAKE the SHOW token.
Users will be able to STAKE their SHOW
tokens in The Staking Pool in order to gain
more SHOW tokens.

By staking tokens in The Staking Pool, token
holders will be able to earn more SHOW
tokens from EVERY round in EVERY game in
our ecosystem.
Another benefit of staking SHOW tokens
is that it will give holders Governance
abilities, holders will act as Board Of
Directors in our ecosystem and will be able
to vote on different proposals to the games.

The more % of your share the more
weight your vote will have.

Early holders who stake will enjoy
this benefit.

Once the 42m tokens has been contributed
staking rewards will continue to share 6% to
users as game rounds progresses.
There is no time limit or requirement for
staking, users can Harvest rewards every
Block.
Another Amazing Features for Staking is that
users can stake either SHOW tokens OR
stake SHOW-LP tokens bought from DEX,
that way users may earn twice
1st for providing liquidity to decentralized
exchanges and receiving LP token.
2nd for using that SHOW-LP token in our
Staking Pool to enjoy constant game
rewards.

SHOW token Initial and Maximum amount is
99,000,000 (99m) tokens.
There will NEVER be more than 99,000,000
tokens.
SHOW token total amount will gradually
shrink as more rounds of our games are
played and as more users on-board the
ecosystem to enjoy our mind challenging
games.
As time goes by SHOW tokens will become
very scarce and will hold many benefits.
42m tokens for the Profit Pool will be locked
and released as needed
during 1 year by the
Smart Contract.

Unique Features For SHOW Token
SHOW tokens can be used in-game in order
to give "Extra Powers" as Helpers to users.
The main Helper in our live Trivia game will
cost a certain amount of SHOW tokens, if a
user is not sure about 1 out of the 4
answers and chooses to activate this helper
2 out of 3 Incorrect Answers will be
removed from the board only to that user,
by that increasing the chance for that user
to answer correctly.
More features will be added making SHOW
token utility useable and necessary.
The Crypto Show's future will bring so many
new features including: NFT's, Lottery, and
more games.
All using SHOW as the main TOKEN.

